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OBJECTMSI

Best out of Plastic Waste

RD PS

Friday, 31st August, 201B

CIass VII (A-E)

Intra Class Activity

To encourage students to participate in different activities so as to bring out their artistic
talent,

Td make the students learn about the importance of recycling in our everyday life.
To make them understand that even waste can be modified into a beautiful piece if we
use it judiciously.

DESCRIPTION:

"You can only let someone throw so many stones at you, pick them a up, put them
together and build a wall to keep them from doing it again.',

Environment constitutes an important part of our life. It helps us to grow and nurturc into better
beings. But with the advent of modern technorogy, we are trying to subjugate our environment in
or-der to fulfill our greed. This in turn is deteriorating our environmental condition and affecting our
health as well. Thus/ it is imperative to become more empathetic and conserve oua environment,
One step towards environmental preservation is recycling. Recycling is very important as waste
has a huge negative impact on the natural environment. Harmful chemjcals and gieenhouse gases

are released from rubbish in landfill sites whjch lead to habitat destruction and global warming.
Keeping the same in mind, 'The students of ctass VII participated in 'Intra Class Best out of Waste
Aen\'14 1. They showcased their talent by reusjng the waste materials like newspapers,

bangles, plastic bottles, empty cans, ice cream sticks, CD ROI\4S, etc, into beautiful pencil holders,
photo framesrcoasters. They were well prepared and perrormed the activity enthusiastically. The
activity helped to brings out the creativity and talent ofstudents. The best four shda&from all the
sections were awarded +or tlreir 'r^orh, - Their efforts were praise wofthy. This competition was

organized for students to learn and progressively understand that resources should be used carefuliy and they

should always follow the motto of Red!ce, Reuse & Recycle.
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